
Unnat Bharat Abhiyan (UBA) 

Minutes of the Brainstorming session to discuss strategy for field interventions 

under Unnat Bharat Abhiyan held on July 21st 2017, at IIT Delhi 

 

Informal Introduction 

The program began with informal introduction session conducted by Prof. V. K. Vijay, 

Coordinator UBA, IIT Delhi 

He gave brief introduction about UBA and the purpose of conducting this Brainstorming. 

 

Prof. Rajendra Prasad, Advisor UBA, explained the genesis of UBA program. In the beginning 

he presented an historical background of establishment of rural and societal oriented centres, 

ASTRA at IISC Bangalore, CTARA at IIT Bombay, Centre for Rural Development and 

Technology at IIT Delhi. He mentioned about some other initiatives taken for involving 

institutes of higher education in rural development activities such as Rural Technology Action 

Group (RuTAG) at different IIT’s etc. He further explained how UBA was conceptualised to 

fill all the gaps between higher knowledge Institutes and Rural areas through their knowledge 

inputs. It was followed by introduction by all the Participants. (Participants list provided as 

Annexure I). 

 

Brainstorming Session 

Prof. V.K. Vijay (Coordinator, UBA – IITD): He extended a hearty welcome to all members 

and apprised that how UBA is progressing since last two years. He made a brief presentation 

on the progress of UBA, explaining the strategies for implementing the program. He gave the 

current status of institution networking and village survey and also he gave the status of 

funding. He informed that at present 70 institutes had identified village cluster across the 

country but in future 6 Lakhs villages will be covered through 40000 institutions. 

He explained the purpose of conducting the present brainstorming. (Slides as Annexure -II) 

Prof. Rajendra Prasad (Advisor, UBA – IITD) He presented the future strategy of UBA 

implementation as participating institutes are enquiring about the action plan after the 

completion of survey and preparation of VDP. He also presented the strategy for rapid 

expansion of institution network under UBA. He shared the role of Mentoring Institution 

renamed as Regional Coordinating Institutions, Subject Expert Groups, and State level 

initiative. He informed that in the first phase 13 Mentoring Institutions will be made active 

which will be increase up to 50 in 2019-2020. This Regional Coordinating Institutions will be 

coordinating 200 participating institutions and each this will be covering all 10000 institutions 

in the country. He also informed that as Mentoring institutions there are 12 Subject Expert 

Group Institutions also made active in first phase which will be increase up to 25 in 2019-2020. 

He proposed that for the effective implementation of UBA role of state govt. is also very critical 

therefore state initiative need to be taken up as soon as possible. He suggested to identify state 

advisors for each state who will play the role of catalyst in the launching of State Initiative.   

(Slides as Annexure – III) 

Dr. Ruchir Gupta, IIT BHU; He has focussed on developing the standard of government 

school so it could parallel to private schools. He addressed the problem that nobody wants to 

send their children to government school which is majorly affecting the quality of education. 



He has visited 25 schools and observed that there were 30%, 50%, 60% students in different 

schools and very few number of faculties. He also explained that there are lot of maintenance 

problem, cleaning problem and drinking water problem in school. Attendance also affecting 

because of some personal reasons and family problems of these children. He emphasised that 

UBA should also focus on primary education. He also appreciate and agreed to expansion 

strategy presented by Prof. Rajendra Prasad. 

Dr. Anish NP, DST; He has emphasized on fellowship programme, Phd schemes, technology 

resource to promote researchers to work regarding rural associated problems. He also informed 

that DST is involved the technology related to sanitation and other concerns. There are 25 

groups which are working in field, some groups are NGOs based and some group have 

developed their own technology. 

Prof. Sandeep Sangal and Ms. Rita Singh, IIT Kanpur: She shared her experience about 

village development she has attended Gram-sabha meeting and visited nearby villages. She has 

focussed to engage youth in household service, they has to be trained and incorporate more 

concerns. She mentioned that youth from rural have learned a lot from field work, she has 

conducted meetings of boys and girls where she has also conducted girls meeting separately 

where she has found that girls were active and eager to learn. She has emphasized on women 

empowerment in rural areas, she has conducted a meeting of eighty women where women have 

complaint about colony lacking issues. She has mentioned that let the villages do the social 

audit, involvement of youth in these audit so it would become familiar to them how system 

works. 

 

Focus on: 

 Education 

 Making villages ODF 

 SLWM plan 

 Village development work 

 

 Introduction of rural health in resource group 

 National livelihood Mission 

 Centre for microfinance, Rajasthan 

 

Mr. Rajendra, ITDP; He is working on smart city programme, improving quality of mobility, 

conducting programme in Varanasi on capacity building programme. 

Prof. Vivek IITD (Co-coordinator, UBA – IITD): He briefed about working and structure 

of UBA, achievements of UBA so far, experience based leaning and technology intervention 

discussed with subject expert groups. He also explain a working model of UBA through a 

flow chart. He informed that this program is a convergence program. He informed that 

through this program we try to asses technological requirements of villagers and then give 

our knowledge based technology intervention after checking readiness of technology. (Slides 

as Annexure -IV) 

Prof. Praveen Kumar, IIT Roorkee; He deliberated on the mechanisms of Pradhan Mantri 

Gramin Sadak Yojna (PMGSY) which resulted into the grand success of the project.  There 

should be full monitoring of work considering the implementation and assessment.  He 



emphasised that success of PMJSY is totally because of third party monitoring. He suggested 

that UBA also can play same role for all rural related schemes and programs. He also 

appreciated the expansion strategy presented by Prof. Rajendra Prasad and emphasised on 

launching State initiative as soon as possible. 

 Prof. Sachin Maheswari, NSIT; He has focussed on short term and long term planning. Small 

goals should be to provide healthcare in rural villages. There would be segregation of general 

purpose and specific purpose. Additionally there would be uniformity in all villages. He 

mentioned that specific work depend on technology based work, science should developed in 

terms of their regional language. He quoted “Pratibha Identification” and quality and holistic 

approach. He included that we have to identify what technological institute could give, there 

should be a database management. 

Dr. Rashmi Sharma, DST:  She suggested to approach institution like NDRI and take up 

cattle rearing and milk processing activity under UBA.  She also suggested to have the 

provision of mid-term evaluation. 

Dr. Ashutosh Bhatnagar, J&K study circle; He suggested to identify clusters where 

development has not reached yet. He emphasised on understanding the needs and demands of 

rural people. He cautioned about the increasing penetration of Chinese products in rural areas 

which has directly affected their livelihoods. He suggested herbal processing as a priority area. 

We have to increase their standard of live including technology for their comfort. On the role 

of NGOs he said that there are lot of myths about NGOs, so there should be transparency while 

engaging NGOs. There should be reviewing of NGOs. He spoke about some specific example 

of J&K. He said that the people living at border like Kashmir residents have to compete with 

imported products in marketing. At Kashmir border there are lot of chilgoza trees but 

processing them is difficult by local rural people because they do not have technology for it. 

He has pointed that there should be field partners that could reach to rural people.  

Dr. Dinesh Singh, ONGC: Community based organisation, CBO prefer over NGOs because 

they meet the expectations of rural people. There should be CBO based approach. There are 

lot of work culture issues creates problem in implementing program. There should be informal 

education, cluster resource centre. Divide country in cluster on basis of geography, geology, 

socio-economic culture approach. He included that establishment of scientific relevance could 

link with sustainable development programs, participation of stake holder is significant. Cluster 

should be based on gender, caste, community, risk matrix, reporting and mitigation. There 

should be some interactive sessions between industry, government institutes via fellowship or 

training programme. We have to increase mutual understanding between rural people and our 

programme. There should be producers and consumers linkage. 

Dr. Munish Bindal: He suggested that education reforms should be one of the intervention 

area of UBA. He said that many things would improve if primary and middle education is taken 

care off. Members at large supported the view of working in the area of education. 

Dr. Sunil Agarwal, DST: How can add the value in terms of skills in tribal people. It is 

important to reviewing project by involving expert. Believe in partnership approach. There is 

a Vigyan Ashram in pune for dropouts. There should be learning while doing. Believe in 

developing local institution. There should be technology delivery. 

Mr. Kartik: He made a presentation on Narmada Samagra. (Slides as Annexure – V) 



Prof. Milind Dandekar, SGSITS: Each society is different, have to analyse their behaviour. 

UBA have to work for their welfare without hurting their feelings, have to maintain their self-

respect, moral values and should be participation in decision making process. 

Mr. Kripa Prasad Singh, Vanvashi Kalyan Ashram: We have to focus in which direction 

UBA is working. Engineering colleges has also take concern about rural people and associated 

problems; this should be focus. He has appreciated engineering colleges to work towards 

village. 

Mr. Jayant Sahsrabudhe, National Org. Sec., VIBHA: He emphasised that visibility is very 

important for the success of UBA therefore demonstration of technology based projects is very 

critical. He also mentioned that role of Field agencies is also very important because their 

experience in field is very necessary to understand how to start work in the field. He also 

mentioned that program like UBA should be free from unnecessary bureaucratic system and 

also having a rigid strategy is not good, he explained this with an example and said that as 

issues, challenges, resources, and needs of each place are different so outputs or solutions will 

come from there only. He suggested that other than survey also participating institutions will 

have to go to the villages and communicate with them to find solutions. He appreciated this 

initiative of technical institutions and also emphasis and talk that the speed of this program 

matters otherwise people lose their interest. He also supported the expansion strategy presented 

by Prof. Rajendra Prasad.  

The program ended with vote of thanks by Prof. Vivek.  

 

Annexure –I 

List of Participants: 

S. No. Name Organisation Designation Contact 

1 Dr. Rashmi sharma DST Scientist-E 9971538681, r.sharma72@nic.in 

2 Prof. Sachin Maheshwari NSIT Professor 9810174004, 

ssaacchhiinn@gmail.com  

3 Dr. Ashutosh Bhatnagar J&K study 

Circle 

Director 9871873686, 

ashujksc@gmail.com 

4 Dr. Ruchir Gupta IIT BHU Asst. Prof. 9425156958, 

rgupta.cse@iitbhu.ac.in   

5 Dr. Dinesh Singh DG-CSR 

ONGC,  

DGM 9968282609,singh_dinesh1@on

gc.co.in 

6 Prof. Praveen Kumar IIT Roorkee Professor pkaerfce@iitr.ac.in 

7 Prof. Milind Dandekar SGSITS Professor 9425311447, 

mddandekar@gmail.com 

8 Prof. Sandeep Sangal IIT Kanpur Professor sangals@iitk.ac.in 

mailto:r.sharma72@nic.in
mailto:ssaacchhiinn@gmail.com
mailto:ashujksc@gmail.com
mailto:rgupta.cse@iitbhu.ac.in
mailto:singh_dinesh1@ongc.co.in
mailto:singh_dinesh1@ongc.co.in
mailto:pkaerfce@iitr.ac.in
mailto:mddandekar@gmail.com
mailto:sangals@iitk.ac.in


 

Annexure –II 

9 Dr. Anish  N P DST Scientist -B 9540690158, anish.np@nic.in  

10 Ms. Rita Singh IIT Kanpur Consultant reetagiitk@gmail.com  

11 Dr. Haranath Reddy TTD Tirupati Director ttdgoshala@gmail.com  

12 Mr. Munish  Bindal RTU, 

Rajasthan 

Asst. Prof.  9839117229, munishbindal@gmail.com  

13 Dr. Sunil  Agarwal DST Scientist - B 9889688732, sunilag@nic.in 

14 Mr. Kripa Prasad Vanvashi 

Kalyan 

Ashram  

 Kalyan.ashram@rediffmail.com  

15 Prof. Virendra Kumar 

Vijay 

IIT Delhi Coordinator-

UBA 

vkvijyay14@gmail.com  

16 Prof. Rajendra Prasad IIT Delhi Advisor-

UBA 

rprasadiitd@gmail.com  

17 Prof. S N Naik IIT Delhi Professor snn@rdat.iitd.ac.in  

18 Prof. Satyawati Sharma IIT Delhi Professor satyawatis@hotmail.com  

19 Dr. Vivek Kumar IIT Delhi Assoc. Prof. vivek@iitd.ac.in  

20 Dr. Rajesh Prasad  IIT Delhi Professor rajesh@am.iitd.ac.in  

21 Dr.  Kavya Dashora IIT Delhi Asst. Prof.  kdashora@rdat.iitd.ac.in  

22 Mr. Kartik Sapre IIT Delhi PHD Student 9406904555, 

kartiksapre@gmail.com  

23 Mr. Rajendra ITDP Manager 992432644, rajitdp@gmail.com  

24 Mr. Jayant Sahsrabudhe VIBHA National Org. 

Sec. 

jayantss66@gmail.com  

25 Mr. Anurag Gupta Ministry of 

Agri.  

PA to MOS 9899387063, 

anuragpamas@gmail.com  

26 Dr. Dhiraj Singh ZRE India MD 9811554031, md@zre-india.com  
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Presentation on UBA: 

      

 

    

 

      

 



          

Annexure – III 

Presentation on post VDP action program 

 

 

      

 



 

 

  

Annexure – IV 

Presentation on Namrada Samagra 



 

      

  

   

 



  

 

 

 


